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ABSTRACT

Discrete element methods (DEM) constitute an important tool for the study of granular matter
and divided materials or structures. Basically DEM model a material or a structure at the grain
scale and are able to describe various complex behaviors (flow, localization of deformations,
fracture, dissipation, etc) which can’t be properly represented by continuum approach even
with advanced constitutive model based on a huge number of parameters.

Dense collections of bodies, like granular materials or masonry structures, have their own
specificities. The number of interactions may be very large, from 1000 for small samples to
300.000 for “representative” samples. Dynamics has to be taken into account since the motion
equations governing the objects suppose they are free to move, meanwhile they are submitted
to stiff interaction laws. Numerous simultaneous interactions may occur. The solutions may
suffer from indetermination. In rigid bodies collections, an equilibrium state might be realized
by an infinity of combinations of reactions belonging to some subset. Coulomb’s law is partly
responsible for this non uniqueness. In addition local indetermination may appear when
considering several contact points between two rigid bodies.

Various numerical strategies are available to deal with the dynamics of collections of rigid
bodies. Deriving a revelant numerical model raises many issues especially due to the fact that
it mixes various time and space scales. In the present work we focus on a fully implicit method,
the Non Smooth Contact Dynamics approach (NSCD), initiated by J.J. Moreau [1] and M. Jean
[2], and implemented in the LMGC90 [3] software. The interaction laws are written as multi
mappings relating the local unknowns (impulse over the time step and the relative velocity),
in the frame of Convex Analysis following J.J. Moreau, together with first order schemes for
the dynamical equations. These impulses account for all events supposed to occur during a
time step, free flights, action of external forces, single or numerous impacts between pairs or
agglomerates of contacting bodies. Iterations must be performed in order to exhibit the values
of the unknowns. The method allows reasonably large time steps.

As it will be detailed in this work simulation of assemblies made of polyhedric rigid objects
raises some specific modeling issues coming from their non strictly convex shapes: local non
unicity of contact force distribution, inexistance of relevant convergence norm, etc. Moreover
these numerical issues may lead to non physical solutions.

Various possibilites were tested to circumvant these drawbacks and will be discussed in this
work :



• keeping rigid objects even if this is the origin of the problem and modify either the
contact solver ( scrambling of contact order, introducing some augmentation parameter,
etc) or modifying the interaction law (introduction of stiffness, etc)

• considering deformable objects through Finite Element model (classical or with corota-
tional decomposition), or reduced model.
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